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Abstract 

This thesis discusses and implements Arabic data from the Syrian dialect within the 

Minimalist Machine program first created and developed for English and Japanese by Sandiway 

Fong and Jason Ginsberg. This thesis centers on implementing data found in Kristen Brustad’s 

The Syntax of Spoken Arabic: A Comparative Study (2000) and introduces a minimalist Arabic 

grammar into the Minimalist Machine program, a Prolog-based system [that uses an online 

server to self-contain the information recall]. The data and insights from Brustad, as well as other 

prevalent sources in Arabic syntax, were used to inform and compose the syntactic constraints 

for the Prolog-based system. 
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Introduction 

1.1 Background of GB and Minimalist Parsing Systems 

 This project centers around the Minimalist implementation of Arabic Syrian data in a 

parser program. The project emerged from several discussions with Dr. Fong in Fall 2013. Dr. 

Fong, with other colleagues, has created several programs that parse various languages using 

Prolog, a Horn clause logic-based language designed for programming and processing natural 

language (Fong 2001:45). Originally, this project was to use the PAPPI system, a Principles-and-

Parameters Prolog system utilizing the P&P framework to implement the Arabic data. Dr. Fong 

had already worked on an Arabic system; my original goal was to add and adjust the existing 

program. Recently it was decided that the newer, Minimalist Program-based Minimalist Machine 

would be a better interface for this project, for several reasons. Much of this thesis’ research into 

Arabic syntax and morphology has been centered  within  the Government and Binding (and also 

later) theories in the Principles and Parameters (P&P) framework (Chomsky 1981). In the P&P 

framework, the chief method of approaching syntax is by constraining and controlling for 

syntactic principles that may have language parameters shaping the permitted configurations. 

Though much of my research originated in the P&P framework, much of the work can be easily 

recast in terms of the Minimalist framework. Though there is a vast amount of literature in the 

P&P tradition for Arabic, as implementation approaches were discussed we discovered that the 

Minimalist approach has several mechanisms that lent itself as a superior base for 

implementation than that of the P&P framework. Arabic has many interesting challenges when it 

comes to implementation through a logic-based program. It is a VSO, pro-drop, non-

concatenative language, and the Minimalist approach lends itself to the flexibility found in 

Arabic. 
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The latest version of the Minimalist Machine is based on a browser interface to a Prolog-

based server program containing the grammar. This browser-centric approach to the program 

allows easy access at any time to as many users and platforms as needed. There are several files 

accessed during run-time. First the file containing universal rules for the program—that is, the 

primitive operations and constraints judged to be universal. The tree-drawing software takes the 

the output from Prolog and writes the tree based on the derivational stages. A third file is the 

specialized, language-specific file with lexicon, specific word-category relationships, and other 

highly specialized constraints that manifest themselves within the language. All this is accessed 

through an html GUI interface running on a web browser, created by Dr. Fong.   

This project is a precursory, explorative look at a computational grammar of Arabic, and 

can be described at best as precursory. The minimalist parsing program constructed at present 

handles only a few complete derivations, and has not yet been programmed to handle the non-

verbal sentences quite commonly found in Arabic. Due to time constraints, focus was given to 

the parser and its results. It needed to be able to handle a few carefully-selected scenarios, 

including (but not limited to) basic pro-drop sentences, construct state nominal phrases, 

prepositional phrases in which prepositions are both cliticized and independent, and a variation 

in both present and imperfect tenses. All these situations are derived from Syrian Arabic, but in 

some cases examples and grammatical structures from M(odern) A(rabic) are taken into account, 

especially in the established agreement SV and VS order dichotomy. 

This thesis, in effect, chronicles the exploration of abstract theories and concepts found in 

the literature in a practical atmosphere. There is an overwhelming and exciting fount of research 

and literature on Arabic syntax; in the course of research for this project only a very small part of 

the existing literature was tapped.  This project was very much an attempt to divert the proverbial 
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“Amazon” of knowledge into a stream small enough to water a garden-plot-sized amount of time 

and opportunity. The author attempted, whenever possible, to discuss several common syntactic 

theories approaches before the implementation process. When this approach was found 

insufficient, modifications to theories occurred to form mechanisms to accommodate the data set.  

The end result of the parser in no way shows an exhaustive attempt of each and every theory. 

There were some theories rejected out of hand for their inability to adhere to the context of 

computational implementation; other theories, which may or may not be explicitly mentioned, 

were bypassed for reasons of complexity or lack of cognizant awareness of them on the part of 

the author. The Arabic Minimalist Machine currently only represents one of many approaches 

that could be taken to implement the material in a practical, computational environment. The 

author hopes that in spite of the obvious (and less obvious) limitations of this project, it can 

contribute in some way to the still-developing fields of Arabic syntax and computation.   

  

2.0 Background Information 

2.1 Minimalistic Approach 

 The Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995) is an approach to generative syntax that is 

“restricted by general conditions of economy, favoring local relations and simple structures, and 

prohibiting superfluous steps and superfluous symbols” (Zwart 1998:215). As the above 

suggests, the M(inimalist) P(rogram) is an attempt to provide generative grammar with strictures 

and guidelines for derivations without becoming overburdened with individual and highly 

specified rules or constraints for any number of specific situations that may confront natural 

language grammars. It is an approach that emphasizes continuity in the motivating questions for 

generative grammar, but with a Spartan approach to derivation. In the genesis of the Minimalist 
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Program, Chomsky stresses that “there are minimalist questions, but no specific minimalist 

answers” (1996). Thus, Chomsky limits the minimalist approach to a very few utilitarian 

functions that are available during the process of numeration and attaining the end 

P(honological) F(orm) and L(ogical) F(orm). There is no D-structure or S-structure (levels of 

representation in GB theory) in the minimalist approach; this bisectional assignment is replaced 

by a continuous process of iteration that incrementally assigns, MOVES and MERGES the syntactic 

objects within a derivation, resulting in the PF and LF. Ideally, the MP “seeks to bring out and 

eradicate weaknesses in the [generative syntax] theory, lingering there in the guise of convenient 

terminological and notational devices” (Zwart, 1998:217). 

 The Minimalist parser accomplishes much of this, paring down and eliminating many 

constraints that guided the GB-based version of the parser
1
. The Arabic version utilizes actions 

such as merge (internal and external), move, pair merge, feature checking, assigning –

uninterpretable features (and transferal), etc.  

Fortunately, many concepts and/or theories within the P&P framework and the 

Minimalist approach are directly comparable. Many constraints from the earlier theories have 

undergone little adjustment save in terminology. After all, the same phenomena must still be 

accounted for; it is merely the angle from which such phenomena are addressed that is adjusted.  

 The Minimalist Program’s main directive is to simplify the modes by which syntactic 

derivations are substantiated; that “grammars should be described in terms of the minimal set of 

theoretical and descriptive apparatus necessary” (Radford 1997:515). The minimalist program 

                                                 

 

 

1
 To view these earlier versions, and also the current minimalist parser for English, go to 

http://dingo.sbs.arizona.edu/~sandiway/mpp/mm.html 
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also lends itself to computation.T. This was one of Chomsky’s fundamentalfundamental 

concepts regarding the Minimalist Program, and his previous works regarding it is intended to be 

a continuation of previous theories regarding grammar and language, another iteration in the 

search for a set of constraints or guidelines that provide insight into the faculty of language. As 

Chomsky says in Lectures on Government and Binding:  

[T]he theory of core grammar, at least, is based on fundamental principles that are 

natural and simple, and…. Out task is to discover them, clearing away that debris 

that faces us when we explore the varied phenomena of language and reducing the 

apparent complexity to a system that goes well beyond empirical generalization 

and that satisfies intellectual or even esthetic standards.  

          (Chomsky 1981:3-4 via Kitahara 2006:5) 

The natural progression from such an investigative goal would then be, of course, a kind 

of computational model. This Arabic parsing program serves to address such an investigation, 

and helps to support (and in some instancesinstances disrupt) the Minimalist Program in the 

process.  

As discovered during the process of this thesis, it is one thing to propose a program of 

minimalistic inquiry; it is quite another thing to be able to adhere to such a seemingly open and 

expansive concept. Simplicity does not implicate the absence of complexity. If a machine (such 

as language) is of such a complex and intricate essence, then it would stand to reason that even 

minimalistic methods of engaging such a machine would end up being complex and at times 

perhaps opaque.  

But it is important to remember (if not in practice, at least in theory) the simple structures 

that would guide the probing into the nebulous field of language and grammar; if one returns to 
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these simple, motivating concepts, then there is no doubt that patterns and core motivational 

principles in the field of syntax and language processing will continue to emerge. Chomsky 

waxes hopeful on such an exploration: 

  

What we expect to find… is a highly structured theory of UG based on a number 

of fundamental principles that sharply restrict the class of attainable grammars, 

and narrowly constrain their form, but with parameters that have to be fixed by 

experience. If these parameters are embedded in a theory of UG that is 

sufficiently rich in structure, then the languages that are determined by fixing 

their values one way or another will appear to be quite diverse... 

     (Chomsky 1981:3-4 via Kitahara 2006) 

 

2.2 Source and Gathering of Data 

 In developing and forming this program the data from Kristen E. Brustad’s A Syntax of 

Spoken Arabic (2000) was utilized. Brustad provides a descriptive and analytical presentation of 

data from (primarily) four Arabic dialects: Syrian, Moroccan, Egyptian, and Kuwaiti. For this 

project the focus is primarily the Syrian data contained therein. As Brustad points out, her data 

pool is “scattered” between various regions and sources, but regardless provides an arresting 

glimpse into dialectic variation of syntax. BrustadBrustad also notes that her data contains a 

“marked urban bias,” and that most of her informants were more educated and there were few 

rural dialects represented within her data. Her interview data is composed of both semi-formal 

interviews and unguided conversation; however, BrustadBrustad does note that topic choices 

were “left to circumstance” (2000:12).  
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Brustad, in her introduction, explains that since her main objective in this book is the 

“syntactic structure of the language,” her transcriptions of the speakers are “more phonemic than 

phonetic.” (xiii). Nevertheless, Brustad does transcribe some phonetic differentiation, 

particularly in the representation of verbs and prepositions.  BrustadBrustad transcribes short 

unstressed vowels as schwas and standardizes the Arabic و—  /wa/ (/u/, /wə/, /wi/) , and—as 

typically ‘w’.   The author attempted to faithfully represent Brustad’s own portrayal of the 

phonemes as best as possible, while still allowing for some standardization in order to facilitate a 

streamlined lexical grammar in the program’s lexicon. Any changes or deviations from Brustad’s 

notation were motivated by clarity and similarity between the original example and the string 

submitted to the program for parsing. Normalization of the examples typically consisted of 

standardizing verbal pronunciations like b-iruHu (they go) to a more foundational morpheme:  b-

yruHu. As Brustad transcribes verbs both ways (with the more morphological –y- and the more 

phonetic –i-),  for the sake of the parsing program all –i– notation  is reverted to the more 

standard –y– notation. Other considerations include different representation of prepositions 

which were standardized for the sake of this project
2
.  

Some other minor adjustments in the morphological representation found in Brustad’s 

transcriptions. Her transcriptions are accompanied by morphological translations, but were 

incomplete in some aspects, and were implemented  in some cases with a more detailed break-

down of the morphemes and their respective characteristics, in order to derive spell-outs that 

                                                 

 

 

2
 Brustad’s original transcriptions can be seen in selection at the end of this paper.  
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possess complete derivations of morphemes for tense, person, number, and gender. A 

comparison of adjusted representation is below:  

 

(1): Brustad’s phonemic and morphological transcription  

 

(2):  The representation style used within this paper, adjusted for morphological and 

phonemic clarity
3
:  

 

 

 

 

 As exampled above, the most notable changes have been to the morphological 

representations, in order to not suppose English pronominals within the grammatical description. 

In any case where there was uncertainty in the morphological partitions—any time there wasn’t a 

clearly established rule in common Arabic literature and grammar— the use of the example was 

omitted. All examples contained within this thesisthesis and used within the minimalist parser 

are from Brustad unless otherwise noted.  

 

                                                 

 

 

3
 This transcription also uses an adjusted Arabic-to-English alphabet, using prolog-friendly letters and phonemic 

representation; see section 2.3 for a thorough discussion 

بيروحوا بهالعتمة و بهالليل  
b-y-ruuH-u b-ha l-ʕatma w b-ha l-liil 

indic-go.3
rd

.pl.m in-this the-darkness.f and in-that the-

night.f 

They go in that darkness and that night…           p. 118 
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2.3 Establishing a Computer-friendly Arabic-to-Latinate alphabet  

2.3.1 Motivations  

The standardization of the annotation model for the Arabic transcriptions was motivated 

by several factors, beginning with (but not limited to): ease of use during the implementation 

process; ease of learnability— that is, similarity to systems used in the past which the reader 

would be familiar with; ability to faithfully represent spoken, surface phonetic forms as 

represented by Brustad; and the ability to represent all sounds without ambiguity or having to 

rely on the reader’s own judgment to discern pronunciation. To this end, the author attempts to 

have as phonetically-based a letter system as possible, with one-to-one representations between 

phonemes and letters. L Latinate letter occasionally represents minutely different Arabic letters 

in different contexts, or, in a few exceptional cases (as examined below) the same Latin letter is 

used to represent different sounds. In the case of vowels there are some contextual pronunciation 

rules that must be used. In these cases it is then through a finite list of diction guidelines that the 

reader will then use to discern what pronunciation is appropriate based on the Latinate letters.   

Using Latinate letters accompanied by the original script is common practice in 

linguistics; one would be hard pressed to find a book or article without some sort of IPA or 

phonemic transcription. Since the use of the internet has become widespread, there has been an 

explosion of Latinate letter alphabets used to represent Arabic. The ability to represent multiple 

dialectic and regional pronunciations is preferable, and this would be impossible with using only 

the original Arabic dialect. To be able to fully represent these variations, it is necessary to use a 

Latinate alphabet. Also, few computers outside of the Middle East come with an Arabic-oriented 

keyboard, and while such programs are implementable on most systems, it is far more 
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convenient to use an English-keyboard adapted version of Arabic. This, combined with the 

above reasons, seemed justifiable enough to proceed with the current course of plan.
4
  

2.3.2 Discussion on the Use of Latinate Representation 

In the Arabic phrase examples the actual input (to the parser) is accompanied by the 

original Arabic script for the example at hand. However, as one may notice, the output of the 

derivations is completely in a Latin script, with any original Arabic script representation absent. 

There were several factors that went into the decision for using Latin script for the output. While 

the Arabic alphabet has its facets of extreme serviceability and aesthetic value as well as its 

position as the original script of the language in question, it also has several drawbacks when in 

use in a computational atmosphere. Short vowels in words are not represented without the 

addition of diacritics, even when semantically and morphologically significant. The short vowels 

in this system are either non-existent in formal print representation, or cumbersome to execute 

and typically omitted in day-to-day text. These short vowels, of course, are phonemic; that is, 

there is information lost or distorted with the omission of these diacritics (Elinor Saiegh-Haddad 

and Roni Henkin-Roitfarb 2014:17). Another aspect in favor of a more transparent vowel 

representation system is ease and speed of output compared to when annotating with diacritics. 

This inability to represent full phonemic expressions without the use of specialized annotation in 

the Arabic script is the primary reason for implementing a Latin transcription. A secondary, 

                                                 

 

 

4
 All these difficulties regarding Arabic-to-Latin letter transcription are described in Aboelezz 2010. 
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albeit related motivation is that Arabic is a diglossic language; that is, there are different 

semantic as well as phonetic assignments given to various Arabic words. Arabic has a high 

“homograph” rate; that is there are multiple pronunciations for a single word written in Arabic, 

especially if the word is non-diacritized (Elmahdy et al. 2012:89). There is differentiation in 

these two respects depending on the region of the spoken dialect or whether the word is being 

used in Modern Standard Arabic, (MA), colloquial Arabic, or Classical Arabic. Implementing a 

Latin transcription means that dialectical variation can be represented in surface forms faithfully 

and unambiguously through the system. This does not eliminate all difficulties, however; there is 

still issues with homonymy (for example: بيت /biit/ can mean both “house” and “poetic line”), but 

a Latin transcription side-steps at least one of these orthographic issues (Habash 2010:113, 

footnote 1).  However, there are repercussions to using Latinate letters, as it inhibits easy tracing 

back to the original Arabic root and morphological pattern. This potential area of ambiguity was 

minimized by the use of a single Latinate letter representing a single phoneme which is 

represented coincidently with the corresponding Arabic letter(s) within Table 1.1. 

2.3.3. Considerations for Established Systems of Latin Representation 

 There are many common standardized forms of Arabic transliteration, but in the interest 

in keeping the transliteration letters all from the ASCII set, in order to minimize possible errors 

within the Prolog-based interface.  

 In academic writing, the variation in transliteration systems is very diverse. In the 

modestly sized 2005 volume Perspectives on Arabic Linguistics XIX, the authors therein used no 

less than six variants of Arabic representation, from pure Arabic text to a combined variation 

using IPA and BATR annotation conventions. The most common implementation was some 

form of IPA, but this was often complemented by symbols from other conventional systems. 
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During research conducted for this project the author discovered similarly diverse results. There 

is little agreement in which systems should be used in transliteration; the most common 

conclusion that was covertly given is that in order to reach a wide audience, transliteration of 

Arabic script is indeed necessary. Many of the transliteration systems available are widespread 

enough to be represented in the common discourse, and in particular the field of linguistics; 

however, when incorporating the goal of ASCII compatibility, the feasible options are narrowed 

considerably.   

Since there seems to be no great amount of agreement in the methods of representation, 

and most methods include a system that is an amalgamation of several, it is not a noticeable 

deviation from typical practice in current literature to do the same. The system used that is 

primarily derived from the Qalam system, with additions from the Buckwalter transliteration 

system to accommodate a more phonetically faithful representation (e.g. there are three possible 

letter combinations to represent the letter ج, jiim: /j/, /zh/, and /g/–   [d͡ʒ], [ʒ], and [ɡ], 

respectively, in IPA. In the Qalam system, there is only one letter; /j/). This conglomerative 

system was formed in order to fit the necessary restrictions presented by the goals of this project 

and also by Prolog’s own lexical representation systems. The adjusted alphabet can be viewed 

below, in Table 1.1.  
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Table 1.1 

Arabic ء ى ة  و ل ك ق ف ب ت ث ح خ ج ذ د ر 

Latin r d dh zh/j/g kh H th t b f q/g k l w/uu a a 
A/U/I 

ʔ 

IPA ɾ d ð ʒ/d͡ʒ/g χ ħ θ t b f q/g k 
l/ 

l̴ 
w 

a/ 

ə 

a/ 

ə 
ʔ+V 

                              

   Arabic ي ا ه ن م ز س ش ص ض ط ظ ع غ 
 

  Latin gh E D/DH T D S sh s z m n h aa y/uu 

   
IPA 

ɣ/ 

ʁ 
ʕ tˤ/ ðˤ tˤ dˤ sˤ ʃ s z m n h a j 

    

 

2.3.4. Phonetic rules for writing and reading 

There are a few strictures and guidelines that must be explicated, primarily regarding 

vowels and pronunciation of vowels and their transcription from the Arabic script. Vowels are 

transcribed with accordance to how Brustad represents them in her own transcriptions, rather 

than according to customary representations—when Brustad’s transcriptions were unavailable or 

incomplete, Stowasser’s Syrian dictionary became a second resource for pronunciation. Vowels 

are the most arbitrarily assigned; in Brustad’s transcriptions, stressed and long vowels are 

represented with a bar over the vowel. In this adjusted transliteration format,  both long and 

stressed vowels are doubled. The vowel/consonantal letters ي and  و , are represented by y/ii and 

w/uu, respectively, depending on their pronunciation in the environment. Geminated consonants, 

or in the Arabic script, letters with a shadda diacritic, are represented as repeated letters. For 

example, the verb تعاّم is written as tEallm. If there are multiple letters involved in iterating a 

single Arabic sound, then the second letter is doubled, not both (يتمّشوا is represented as 

ytemashhu, not ytemasshhu). Another point worth noting is that in most cases functional 
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morphemes (such as the plural masculine ending وا is not represented by a long vowel even 

though within the original orthography it would be. This is because it is typically not the length 

of a real long vowel, and Brustad transcribes it as such.  

Representatives of أ , fatha 

aa— Represents a stressed version of ‘a’, as in the emphasized syllabic vowel in the 

word; also after and sometimes before emphatic consonants. In the Arabic script, this sound is 

always represented by an alif, or ا. This vowel is typically closer to an [ɑ] than an [a].  

a—represents a non-stressed alif,-letter, alif-hamza, and in rare cases the short vowel 

represented by the diacritic fatha. It will also represent word-final vowels as originally 

represented by taa marbuta, ة and alif maksuura, ى. 

e—represents a non-stressed short vowel, fatha, or schwa. It may also be used to 

represent the short vowel kasra, if Brustad’s transcription shows that a schwa is its nearest 

phonetic likeness. 

Representatives of ي, kasra 

i—represents a non-stressed yaa, or ي from the Arabic script. It may also be used to 

represent the short vowel kasra, if it is deemed that it is the nearest phonetic likeness. 

ii— represents a stressed yaa, or ي from the Arabic script. This will also be used to 

denote the emphatic assimilation that occurs after (and sometimes before) a pharyngeal 

consonant.  
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Representatives of و, damma 

u— represents a non-stressed waw, or و  from the Arabic script. It may also be used to 

represent the short vowel damma, if it is deemed that it is the nearest phonetic likeness. 

uu— represents a stressed waw, or و  from the Arabic script. Since this vowel is already 

+back, there is little phonetic difference in its pronunciation when in an emphatic (pharyngeal) 

environment.  

 or Hamza ,ء 

 In most cases hamza is sufficiently represented word-initially as an extension of the noun. 

In cases where it is emphatically pronounced (or ق when it is pronounced as a glottal stop) will 

be represented either by a capital vowel (/A/) or, when allowed, the IPA symbol / ʔ/.  

 

3.0 Introduction to Arabic Syntax 

 The bulk of the research done for this project stemmed from exploring and ascertaining 

different syntactic rules and constraints necessary for a computational model of Arabic syntax. 

While there is a considerable amount of literature on various facets of Arabic syntax, one of the 

guiding factors for this project was how to choose the particular rules and theories of Arabic 

syntax the parsing program would implement,  and which rules or theories it would not be taking 

into account. This section surveys a number of situations and syntactic constructions that were 

particularly important for the implementation and derivation of the data gathered. Most of the 

phenomena discussed directly refer to the S(yrian) A(rabic) dialect, but at times other dialects or 

Modern Standard Arabic are referred to for comparison. 
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 The data set of SA for implementation also affected which parameters were put into 

place.  As stated before, the bulk of research for this endeavor involved reading GB theory and 

Principles-and-Parameters literature; there is considerably more in these theoretical veins than 

there is in Minimalist-approach theories, due to the relatively young age of the Minimalist 

approach.  

3.1 Historical and Typological Background for Arabic   

  Arabic is a Semitic language spoken by some 300 million persons throughout the world. 

Arabic is a conglomerative term used to describe dialects spoken in a wide variety of 

communities, focused primarily in the Middle East and along the north-central coast of Africa 

(Habesh 2010:1). Some dialects of Arabic, particularly the Maghrebi (Moroccan) dialects are 

unintelligible to speakers of other dialects. Syrian Arabic is a sub-group  of the Levantine dialect 

of spoken Arabic, along with either eastern dialects (ibid.:2). It is worth noting that there is a 

large amount of inner-dialectical variation that occurs within the divisions of rural and urban 

areas; typically there is a division within a dialect (Syrian) to at least three sub-dialects: rural, 

urban, and Bedouin. These dialectic variations, while limited to a fairly concentrated 

geographical area, can still have a considerable amount of phonological, morphological, and 

syntactic variation (Habash 2, see also Brustad 2000:12).  

 Arabic is also the language of the Koran, or القرآن. The Koran is written in what is termed 

“classical Arabic,” which is the precursor Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) (Holes 2004:5). 

Classical Arabic (CLA), as the language of the revered Islamic book, is held  uniquely both 

linguistically and culturally. Classical Arabic is “revered by rich, poor, educated, and illiterate 

alike as the linguistic jewel in the Islamic cultural patrimony” (Holes 5). MSA is the modern 
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iteration of CLA, and though it has undergone many changes and alterations, it still remains the 

language of cultured dialogue and formal discourse in media, academia, and business.  

Syrian Arabic is a term used to describe a number of dialects and sub-dialects spoken by 

the population of Syria. Due to the political and societal instability in the region, those speaking 

what would be identified as Syrian Arabic spans across current governmental borders into 

Lebanon, Jordan, and the Arabic-speaking population in Israel and Palestine (Stowasser 1964). 

Similarity in dialect is less ruled by geographical proximity, and more so by economic or societal 

commonalities. For example, the urban dialects spoken in Damascus or Beirut may have more 

shared features than the Damascus dialect and a rural dialect spoken only a few dozen miles 

away from Damascus.  

 Arabic, as a Semitic language, is  a “root and stem” language; that is, semantic 

information is encoded using a (typically) 3-letter root, whereas more functional morphological 

information is given by interspersing vowels between the letters of the root (or adding affixes; 

Holes 2004:99). For example, the three letter-root كتب, k-t-b, is the root with a broad lexical 

meaning of writing or inscribing. It is also the core form of the verb كتب, which is inherently the 

third-person, past-perfect masculine form “He wrote.”  One can derive both nouns and multiple 

verb forms from this single root by adding affixes and infixes:  مكتب , (mikteb) means desk, مكاتبة  

(mikaateb) means correspondence, and so on so forth
5
 (affixes shown in bold).   

 Arabic is also considered by most grammarians to be a VSO language. There are 

arguments for Arabic as an SVO language (Egyptian word order is mostly SVO), but for the 

                                                 

 

 

5
 Examples are from MSA, taken from Holes, 2004:99 and adjusted to prolog-friendly transcription format. 
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most part Arabic is predominantly VSO (Dahlgren, Veerstagh et al. 2004.4:726-727). There is a 

large body of work that centers around VSO languages and the challenges they present 

considering that VSO languages make up only ten percent of the world’s (known) languages. 

Arabic in particular has been analyzed frequently because of the challenges that Arabic presents 

as a base VSO but scrambling word-order language
6
.  Arabic verbs have overt markers for tense, 

aspect and mood; however there is far a less bisectional quality to these features in Arabic than 

in Romance languages. The morphological features that indicate tense also indicate aspect; the 

same markers that would indicate aspect and tense also play a part in indicating person, number 

and gender (Brustad 2000:15; see section 2.1). All these characteristics of Arabic and more will 

be introduced in the following sections in correspondence to the Syrian data that the parser 

handles
7
.  

 3.2.1. Arabic Verbs: Tense, Aspect and Mood  

Arabic, like English as only two inflected tenses: the perfect-past, and the imperfect
8
-

non-past (Cowell 1964:319). There is an unequal distribution of labor between these two tenses; 

the perfect (or past) is used to indicate past events or states, whereas the imperfect (or present) is 

used in many cases: to designate states, events, or dispositions that are not past. Where Arabic 

tense and aspect differ drastically from English is that in Arabic, Aspect morphology is the same 

                                                 

 

 

6
 In M(odern) S(tandard) A(rabic), all six possible permutations of word order are possible in one manifestation or 

another (Ford 2012). 
7
 For a comprehensive glance into Arabic typology, I suggest Clive Holes’ 2004 Modern Arabic: Structures, 

Functions, and Varieties. There are many in-depth looks into Arabic Syntax and many of the challenges therein, 

particularly on verbal syntax and morphology; consider Fassi-Fehri (1993) among his more recent works. 
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used to indicate tense. The two are concomitantly expressed when using either tense. Because of 

this, sometimes I will refer to T-head as merely T; in some instances, when context calls for it, I 

include the Aspect head along with T (T/Asp). 

  When discussing the aspect/tenses of Arabic, Brustad uses “perfective” and 

“imperfective” to define the same verbal spectrums as Cowell (1964) does using “perfect” and 

“imperfect.” BrustadBrustad avoids using the latter terms because “‘perfect’ is used here and in 

general to designate a specific formal aspect, to which the Arabic [perfect] does not correspond” 

(Brustad 2000:141).   

As Cowell states, بيكتب , or ‘byektob’ (Cowell’s transliteration) can be interpreted (based 

on context) as “he writes, [he] will write, [he] would write”  (319). The present-imperfective is 

also used in lieu of a dedicated infinitive form (Al-Tamari 2004:26).  

 Brustad states that the Syrian dialect distinguishes between marked and unmarked 

imperfective verbs. The morpheme clitic b- is a marker of indicative mood, and can only be used 

on imperfective verbs. Unmarked imperfect verbs serve to indicate a host of varied meanings, 

including hortative, potential, or optative moods as well as serving as a non-finite verb in 

constructions (Brustad 2000:233).  

3.2.2. Arabic Verbs: Issues Regarding Agreement, pro-Drop and Word Order  

Arabic’s VSO word-order presents a challenge to the Principles and Parameters 

framework—and, by extension, the Minimalist approach to syntax. This feature of Arabic alone 

provides an interesting plane on which to formulate theories, but there are aspects of agreement 

(AGR) that complicate the matter. There is the issue of pro-drop, and how thematic subjects are 

represented in the underlying structure that differs from the traditional SVO base structure; there 

is also the issue of number agreement (NUM), which, depending on the dialect, has a distribution 
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that is differentiated from all other forms of agreement, and its richness is subject to whether the 

phrase is in a VSO order or a SVO order. These patterns combine into a challenging problem that 

has puzzled syntacticians for decades. For example, in MSA:  

(3). ʔakal-at ṭ-ṭaalib-aat-u 

         ate-3.F.SG DEF-student-F.PL-NOM 

        “The students ate.” 

 

(4). * ʔakal-na ṭ-ṭaalib-aat-u 

           ate-3.F.PL DEF-student-F.PL-NOM 

         “The students ate.”     
Benmamoun, Choueiri (2013:131 

  

There have been many theories as to the syntactic structure underpinning this surface 

form. Arabic is considered   primarily a V(S)O language; this is postulated by formal 

grammarians of MSA, Classical Arabic, and also shown through everyday use of the language
9
. 

Subjects are fronted typically in regard to information structure requirements in Arabic (Ford 

2012:1), and in utterances , the V(S)O order is higher in frequencyfrequency(Parkinson 1987).  

Theories explaining this deviation from what is thought to be the universal underlying 

default order (SVO) have had varied success, depending on which language is being discussed
10

.  

It is generally agreed upon that the base form of Arabic is with the verb originating in the 

head-position of the VP, and the subject either originating in the Spec, VP position or the Spec, 

TP position. A common variation is to raise V up to the head position in TP. There are several 

                                                 

 

 

9
 Brustad’s The Syntax of Spoken Arabic (2000) possesses a great many examples, just to point at one source.  

10
 For a discussion of V-initial order in Irish, see McCloskey 1991, 1992, for Arabic, Fassi Fehri 1982, 1988 and 

Mohammad 1990, 1999.  
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facets of Arabic morphosyntax that complicate the raising V up to T past the Subject DP in order 

to attain VSO order. 

Firstly, Arabic is a pro-drop language. This is of course is the reason for the massive 

amount of verb-initial utterances; since the verb is already inflected for person, gender, and 

number, there is typically no compelling reason to include a pronominal or an r-nominal pre-

verbally.  

Assuming that languages universally have subjects,common explanation of VSO order 

dictates that there is a subject in the underlying form that is simply not expressed in speech, but 

is present in the LF form to provide agreement and other featuresefeatures. The pro expletive 

also fulfills certain principles and constraints believed to guide the relationship between verbs 

and subjects within syntactic structure (e.g., Chomsky 1982).  

The pro-drop environment must have a predicate that is specified for at least tense and 

person (Kees et. al., 2009:709). The pro fills the null subject position, fulfilling constraints while 

maintaining surface grammaticality and structure. There is strong evidence for pro in Arabic, as 

given by Fassi Fehri (1993) in the instance of inflected clause markers like inna. If, however, pro 

fills the same spot that a fully surfaced subject would in an SVO construction (Spec of TP), it is 

difficult to explain the motivation for the preference of the (S)VO or V(S)O order. If pro/subject 

is to be found in the Spec, VP position, and the verb must move up to T to attain tense, then what 

motivates the S to move yet again to provide the fully-inflected SVO constructions? If pro, or S 

is underlyingly resting in the Spec, T position, then why and how does the verb move past it to 

attain VSO order?  

Even within the Minimalist approach there are parallel issues with respect to word order, 

primarily with motivating the Subject to move up beyond the verb within SVO-order derivations, 
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which is a problem explication of any VSO-order language faces. This issue is compounded in 

MSA by a loss of NUM agreement when the VSO order is selected.
11

 Granted, NUM loss is not 

so prevalent in dialectical variations of Arabic, but it does occur with moderate frequency in 

most dialects (Brustad 2000:67). NUM agreement lossloss is also a common occurrence in 

pseudo-verb (verbless) constructions in Arabic. 

But what could be the motivation and reason for the NUM drop? If VSO is really MSA’s 

default order, then why is the agreement not fully realized like the less-standard SVO order? 

Fassi Fehri (1982, 1988) and Mohammad (1990, 1999) assert that this agreement asymmetry 

occurs because the VSO and SVO  word orders are both licensed by a different element when 

they are realized. Full agreement of the SVO construction is obtained through spec-head 

agreement with the thematic subject. The partial, NUM-deficient agreement occurs because the 

verb is agreeing with a preverbal null expletive noun, not the thematic subject (Fassi Fehri 

1993:42-71). Fassi Fehri claims that the expletive pronoun licenses third-person singular AGR 

onto the verb. Mohammad similarly suggests that “VSO sentences in Arabic contain two 

subjects; the ‘real’ subject and an expletive subject…that dictates the agreement features on the 

verb” (1990:98 via Bahloul et. al., 2009:45). 

This is not a perfect solution however, even within a generative, Principles-and-

Parameters perspective of syntax. There would have to be as many expletive options as overt 

pronominals. A considerable amount of selectivity would be necessary for such a covert 

agreement parameter. Fassi Fehri (1993:39) later revisits this concept, and adjusts his claims to 

                                                 

 

 

11
 though VSO languages like Irish have their own special qualms to address regarding VSO structures; such as the 

order and tense in non-finite constructions (see Carnie, 1995) 
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accommodate the fact that his theory creates the need for an incredibly specific expletive in each 

possible agreementenvironmentagreementenvironment. Also, as Fassi Fehri (1993:40) points 

out, data shows that “…plural expletives are available in the language, and that it is incorrect to 

limit the list of expletives to singular pronominal forms.” Benmamoun additionally notes that 

there is lack of “any independent motivation for such an expletive” in such a case (2000:125).  

But what if there were such a motivation? All theories are, at this point, unsatisfactory in 

their powers of explication. The main quandary in the asymmetrical agreement construction is in 

the action of losing specification when the verb moves up during the syntactic derivations. The 

VSO construction becomes less of a burden in dialects, such as Syrian, because for the majority 

of instances, a VSO verb is fully inflected for PER, GEN, and NUM. However, the de-

specifiedNUM verb
12

 still occurs in many dialects, with enough commonality to sustain the 

importance of its discussion.  

Firstly, an example of the structure of the verb itself [on the next page]:  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

 

 

12
 The de-specified order occurs even more commonly with pseudo-verbs and inflected complements, where the 

inflected copula or verb-like particle either does not match the predicate in number, or gender; see Fassi Fehri 

(1993:39 for one of many examples).  
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Note that both GEN and PER have a place in the prefix for the imperfective inflected 

verb; GEN is visible additionally in the suffixes on the plural 3
rd

 person forms. PER appears to 

be evident only in the prefixes, and NUM is likewise only to be evidenced in the suffix—the 

absence of a suffix indicates a default allotment of singular NUM to the verb
13

.  

In the perfective form of Arabic verbs, there are no prefixes, only suffixes. These suffixes 

then get triple significance for GEN, NUM, and PER; Tense/Mood is indicated by the absence of 

prefixes.  

                                                 

 

 

13
 With the exception of the imperfective first-person plural.  

Imperfective Tense/Aspect: 

(5) 

  يلعُب 
yə-lʕɑb(u) 
M/3RD/IMP-PLAY-MOOD1 

He plays  

(6) 

 

 تلعبُ 
tə-lʕɑb(u) 
F/3RD/IMP-PLAY-MOOD 

She plays 

(7) 

 يلعبون  
They(m) Play 
F/3RD/IMP-PLAY-PL.M.-MOOD 
yə-lʕɑb-un(ə) 

(8) 

 تلعبن  
They(F.) Play 
F/3RD/IMP-PLAY-PL.F.-MOOD 
tə-lʕɑb-n(ə) 
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It is interesting to note that NUM, even when in the discontinuous morpheme scheme of 

the imperfective tense, does not take part in the prefixes of the imperfective forms; it is 

represented solely as a suffix, sometimes present in a null form, as in (55), (6). GEN is the most 

strongly represented of features, as it is present in the both the prefixes’ and suffixes’ 

morphologies. PER is represented in the same number of ways as NUM; however, it is 

represented in the prefix in the imperfective verb forms, whereas NUM is represented in the 

suffixes only.  

There is a very similar construction in Arabic’s nominal phrases that should be taken into 

consideration. The nominal construct state, or iDaafa structure (as traditional Arabic 

grammarians would call it), is one of two methods which one can use when expressing a genitive 

relationship in Modern Standard Arabic. In MSA, the construct state is made when two nouns 

come together—the first having no determiner obligatorily, and the second noun possessing the 

kasra diacritic, or genitive
14

 marker. 

The relevancy of the construct state to the issue of asymmetrical agreement depends on 

one’s perspective of syntax. If a syntactician’s goal is to provide a comprehensive explanation 

for every phenomenon that occurs in written speech, that syntactician will find him or herself 

hard pressed to account for every idiosyncrasy evident in language. However if one studies the 

grammar and structure of language within the context of how it may relate to other linguistic 

interfaces—this effort will be met with much greater success. Brustad (2000:7) says as much, 

proposing an exploration of real-time human utterances as a chance to delve into not only 

                                                 

 

 

14
 The kasra is used to mark more cases than just genitive; the damma (u) marks nominal case and some proper 

nouns. The fatha (a) marks accusative case, and the kasra is used in genitive, dative, locative and even ablative uses. 
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syntactic features, but also the pragmatics and environment factors that are playing into the 

syntax of what a speaker says, and how. This is not a new approach to syntax, or even scrambled 

word-order languages; Kornfilt (2001) implements an informed view of Turkish information 

structure to explain several aspects of Turkish syntax. 

In conversation, we often introduce new information (focus) on a “need-to-know” basis. 

It is more typical to center our sentences around one or two things (e.g. focus and topic) rather 

than making a sentence a flood of new information without old information to contextualize the 

utterance. This is seen in storytelling practice, and is shown in one (of several) sections of 

dialogue in Brustad (2000:32). The speaker starts his story by introducing “this Bedouin who 

went into a restaurant” (Brustad’s translation). In thethe next sentence the speaker reveals a new 

focus and topic: a waiter and ice cream. It is quite possible that this layering of information could 

be the reason why there is a lack of NUM agreement in VSO-order phrases.  

Ackema and Neeleman champion the  idea of loading the phonological form with 

information not present in the logical form. They propose a solution within the Minimalist 

program that takes advantage of the dual-output of the L(ogical) F(orm) and P(honological) 

F(orm), and propose that there are different manifestations of agreement depending on the 

prosodic domain. In SVO order, the subject and verb don’t share a prosodic domain and 

therefore full agreement is needed on both constituents. In VSO order, however, “subsect and 

verb do share a prosodic domain, which results in the weakened agreement features on the verb. 

They argue that “there are two types of agreement but… it is not the case that there are two types 

of syntactic agreement. Rather the two types can be distinguished by the place where they occur: 

one type of agreement exists in core syntax, another type can occur in the derivation of 

Phonological Form” (Kremers, emphasis added, via Kees et al. 2009.3:231) 
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This could be a useful tool in explaining Arabic VSO-order and SVO-order agreement 

asymmetries. Since SVO word-order is typically manifested in topicalized sentences, It is quite 

logical to fully inflect the subject, and, since the information has already been introduced to the 

discourse, proceed to fully inflect the verb post-subject. However if the reciprocal is the case, 

and the verb is fronted, it may not be fully inflected, to reserve the unveiling of new information 

for the topic or focus later on in the sentence (Ford 2).  

This pragmatic feature can easily be accommodated in syntactic structure. There is a 

distinctive motivation for the different fforms engaged that result in the incomplete agreement: 

the pragmatic parameters of the utterance require a discrepancy in the inflection of AGR, and 

thus, a syntactic element is engaged to accommodate the necessities of the speaker’s current 

discourse.  

As Brustad discusses, syntactic theory may not always be the guiding factor for speakers’ 

utterances; instead, Brustad suggests that “speakers present information in a certain way for a 

particular reason,” in spite of violations of common parameters for linguistic and syntactic theory 

(2000:7). It is important “to include consideration of data that at first appear to be performance 

errors…. Formal approaches to syntax dismiss [errors] as human imperfection, mere imperfect 

renderings of the (implied) perfect system. In some cases, however, these errors open a window 

to underlying pragmatic choices the speaker is making” (ibid.:7). The linguist assumes that there 

is a strong component of intentionality to the sum of syntactic, morphological, phonological and 

pragmatic decisions that the speaker is making; and it is also the linguist’s responsibility to 

explore why and how these intentional influences affect speech.  
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3.3 Constructing a Phrase Order for Derivation 

 The default phrasal order for the derivations, are primarily drawn from Fassi Fehri’s 1993 

Issues in the Structure of Arabic.  In it Fassi Fehri  provides detailed icationexplication of several 

phrasal and word order constructions in Arabic, including nominal clauses, verbal phrases, and 

non-verbal phrases. The proposed phrase structure is not unlike the structure as proposed by 

Pollock (1989) for English and French, except that the AgrP is base-derived above the TP/IP, 

instead of below it, and additionally, any NegP materializes above the TP, instead of below, as 

per custom (see also Al-Tamari 2001 for similar phrasal constructions of Arabic minimalist 

structures).   

 Figure 3.1 is an example of the proposed (generative) structure:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(9) 

 .كانوا ما يشوفوا العروس

Kaan-u maa y-shuuf-u el-

ʕaruus…Was.3rd.pl.m neg. 

see.3rd.pl.m the-bride.f  

they used to not see the bride …. 

Figure 3.1 
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Figure 3.1 shows the word order for a basic verb phrase. This phrasal order was adjusted 

to accommodate the minimalist derivation style, but the basic order is the same as indicated in 

Fassi Fehri (1993). When negation is present it rests above the MoodP; however, when modals 

like كان (kaan, to be) are found in iterations, usually the negation falls before the ModalP. The 

position of the negation and its scope of course, are contingent on each other; in (9) the existence 

or “being” of the event is not in question; only the individuals’ opportunity to see the bride. 

In The Syntax of Arabic from a Generative Perspective (2013) Benmamoun and Choueiri 

discuss the importance of negation and the debate surrounding it in the larger discourse of Arabic 

syntax. It is generally agreed that negation does head an independent negative projection, an 

outcome that partially resulted from the work of Pollock’s split inflection hypothesis (1987). In 

S(tandard) A(rabic), there are negative particles that carry temporal information, as well as a  

negation particle that is only used in non-verbal phrases. This negation particle shares person 

agreement with the subject.  In the case of the temporally-assignednegation, there is a 

complementary distribution of the tense/time between the verb and the negation: if the temporal 

information is carried on the verb, it is unacceptable to use the temporal-rich negation particles; 

if they are used, then all associated verbs must be in the present tense, and additional tense 

information (future or past) is carried on the negation particle (Benmamoun 2013). Here are the 

verbal negation particles:  

(10) 

a- ال, laa: NEG -(present) 

b-  لم, lam: NEG –past 

c- لن,  lan: NEG —future 
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 or maa, is a “neutral” negation particle in MSA, and is not associated with any ,ما

inherent temporal features (Fassi Fehri1993 via Al-Tamari 2001:64).  

Benmamoun argues the position of the NegP is between the TP and VP on the grounds of 

theoretical congruency and fluidity: if NegP is between these two XP’s, then it is easily 

justifiable to have the tense particle rest within the NegP instead of moving down into VP. Soltan 

(via Benmamoun) supports this order argument through feature-checking. SoltanSoltan argues 

that NegP is specified for tense features, and that a constraint limits the distribution of the tense 

feature to one head. When a primed NegP is present, the tense feature rests within it and doesn’t 

percolate down further.  

 In dialectical Arabic, the interaction between tense and negation is minimized, if not 

completely absent in most dialects. Typically there is a negative circumfix (as in Moroccan 

Arabic, ma—sh) or an independent negative particle, as in Syrian Arabic (ma), which is often 

used in the environment of not only regular verbal sentences but pseudo-verbs pseudo verbs as 

well (Brustad 2000 via Benmamoun). Below are two examples from M(oroccan) A(rabic) that 

Benmamoun gives: 

(11). ma-qra-š l-wəld 

NEG-read-NEG DEF-boy 

“The boy did not read.” 

 

(12). huwa maši hna 

      he NEG here 

   “He is not here.”    (Benmamoun, Choueiri 2013:139) 

 

 In the data handled from Brustad, there is no circumflex negation, only the independent 

particles ma (ما) and la (ال). Ma is far more common, being the equivalent of “not” or “don’t,” 
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whereas la is used in responses to interrogatives. Cowell (1964) also describes two other 

negative particles: mu (most often for nonverbal sentence negation) and a negation “copula” 

(383-388). There are, of course, many different Negative Polarity Items that are present in Syrian 

Arabic; we will not discuss them at length here, since they are not pertinent to the data being 

analyzed. Below are two examples from Brustad’s data:  

(13).  

 ما بيروحوا ...

ma b-y-ruuH-u  

neg. indic-go.3
rd

.sg.m  

They don’t go (out) 

Brustad (2000:122) 

 

  (14). 

 كانوا ما يشوفوا العروس لليلة العرس.

Kaan-u maa y-shuuf-u el-ʕaruus la-lelt  el-ʕars.  

Was.3
rd

.pl.m neg. see.3
rd

.pl.m the-bride.f until-night.f of-the-wedding.m 

they used to not see the bride until the night of the wedding 

Brustad (2000:) 

 

 As the data illustrates, there are some strictures regarding the placement of negation 

particles in SA. The first is that unlike French, for example, the primary negation particle must 

be preverbal. This is dissimilar to Moroccan Arabic, where the negation circumvents either the 

verb or nominal predicate. In Syrian Arabic, however, negation must precede the verb it affects. 

Notice in example (13) that the position of the negation—pre-verbal, but post-modal—dictates 

the scope of the negation. The modal, كانوا, or “they used to” (from the root kaan; “they were”) 

precedes the negation, indicating that it is outside its scope.   
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3.4 Copulas, Helping Verbs, and Auxiliary Verbs  

In Syrian Arabic (SA), the most commonly used auxiliary verb, or copula is كان, or (kaan); its 

approximate English equivalent would be the modal “to be” (Brustad 2000:143).  Brustad (like 

others) categorizes kaan as a temporal verb, in its functions to indicated temporality like ‘to 

become,’ ‘to begin,’ and also habitual occurrences like ‘to continue’ (ibid.:148). Despite being 

inflected for agreement and aspect as most other Arabic verbs, kaan primarily indicates “the time 

frame for other actions and states. Temporal verbs [like kaan]…embed other verbs temporally 

but not modally” (ibid.:149).  Kaan functions almost identically across all Arabic dialects, and is 

the most flexible of temporal verbs, as it can head all three main verb types: imperfective, 

perfective, and participle (149).  

 Some examples from Cairene Arabic:  

(15) 

 a. kaan katab 

   was.he wrote.  

  he had written  

 b. kaan biyiktib  

     was.he writing.he 

   he was writing 

 c. kaan Hayiktib 

 was.he will.write.he 

    he was going to write  

 d. biyikuun biyiktib 

     is.he write.he  

    he is (always) writing    

From Eisele (1999:170) 
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 Kaan and its subordinated verb dodo not necessarily need to be co-referent in gender, 

asas in (15) above. Formal Arabic has some slight degree of variability in person and gender 

agreement between auxiliaries and their subordinate verbs, as do Arabic dialects  (or predicates 

in general, see Fassi Fehri 1993:39).  

      

3.5 Nominal (nonverbal) Sentences and كان (kaan) 

The irregular dispersal of copula and auxiliary use in Arabic is a sizeable concern when 

considering syntactic structure. Despite the fact that none of the data handled in the Arabic parser 

contains nonverbal phrases, since it is a fundamental structure inin Arabic grammar,a brief 

description of the phenomenon included below. A pseudo-verb (non-verbal) construction in 

Arabic contains an initial (lexically) prepositional or adjectival copula that is verbalized by  its 

relative position in word order, and in many cases carries inflection used in a verb-to-object 

capacity (Eid et. al., 2009:708). Many of these pseudo-verbs cannot be used in an SVO format; 

their only option is V(S)O or VOS order (710).  

 In “The Syntax of Arabic from a Generative Perspective,” Benmamoun (2013) discusses 

nonverbal sentence structures in Arabic. Nonverbal structures are unusual in comparison to other 

well-documented languages. For instance, In French or Englisha copula is obligatorily 

represented in the surface form. It has often been the case in generative grammar to consider that 

when a nonverbal sentence occurs, the copula is merely non-surfacing (devoid of phonological 

representation) but is present in the underlying syntactic structure. This theory has been popular 

in great part due to its contribution toward building the universal set of features shared by all 

languages (Benmamoun 4); however, from a Minimalist perspective, this proposal is 

contradictory to the concept of “full interpretation;” however, as we shall see, there are strong 

arguments against a null copula in present-tense Arabic phrases.  
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One argument made for the existence of an elided copula is that there are copulas that 

surface in the majority of future and past tense sentences expected to use them (shown below). 

This would deductively provide for copulas being present in the present tense, albeit 

underlyingly:  

(17) 

a. kaana ʔ ar-ražul-u kaatib-an 

    be.PST DEF-man-NOM writer-ACC 

“The man was a writer.” 

 

b. kaana ʔar-ražul-u fi l-bayt-i 

    be.PST DEF-man-NOM in DEF-house-GEN 

“The man was in the house.” 

 

c. sa-ya-kuunu ʔal-bayt-u kabiir-an 

     FT-3-be DEF-house-NOM big-ACC 

“The house will be big.”   (ibid.:118).  

However, Benmamoun actually argues for a nonverbal structure that is underlying, not 

just phonologically null. One argument Benmamoun gives for a nonverbal structure shown  in 

the examples below  (18). In these minimal pair sentences of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), 

the sentence with a modal but without a copula is deemed ungrammatical. Benmamoun asks why 

this would be, since the relationship between a modal and a copula would be fundamentally 

syntactic and not dependent on phonological environment. Therefore, if there was a copula 

within the syntactic structure but it was not phonologically represented, the sentence should still 

be grammatical—but it is not:  

(18) 

a. qad ya-kuunu fi l-bayt-i 

may 3-be in DEF-house-GEN 

“He may be in the house.” 

b. * qad fi l-bayti 

may in DEF-house-GEN   (Benmamoun, Choueiri 2013:120) 
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Another argument for the inherently nonverbal structure is found within negative present-

tense structures. In Moroccan Arabic (MA) the negation particle mash can occur in both a verbal 

and non-verbal context. There is a second option in nominal phrases for negation; the circumfix 

particle ma-shi (a):  

(19) 

a. ḍ-ḍar             ma-kbir-a-š 

DEF-house NEG-big-F-NEG 

“The house is not big.” 

b. ḍ-ḍar maš kbir-a 

DEF-house NEG big-F 

“The house is not big” 

    (Ibid.:121) 

However, when there is an overt copula in the sentence, the discontinuous negation 

moves from its position on the nominal predicate over to the copula:  

(20) 

a. ḍ-ḍar          ma-kan-ət-š                kbir-a 

   DEF-house NEG-be.PST-3.F-NEG big-F 

“The house was not big.” 

b. ḍ-ḍar               ma-Ɣadi t-kun-š      kbir-a 

      DEF-house NEG-FT 3.F-be-NEG big-F 

“The house will not be big.” 

 

Additionally, Benmamoun shows that “When the copula verb is overt, the predicate 

cannot combine with negation; that is, the option in [21] is no longer available:” 

(21) 

a. *ḍ-ḍar kan-ət ma kbir-a-š 

    DEF-house be-3.F NEG big-F-NEG 

b. *ḍ-ḍar         Ɣadi tkun ma-kbir-a-š 

      DEF-house FT be NEG-big-F-NEG 
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 If the copula were present in the underlying structure, this situational differentiation 

contradicts what would be expected in a consistent theoretical framework. If there is a copula 

present even when not phonologically represented, then why would it switch positions in the 

future or past tenses when the copula is overt? The same conclusion is in force for when copulas 

surface in the present tense; there is the sudden switch in the position of the negation. This is yet 

more evidence that the syntactic structure of these nominal predicate phrases is truly nominal, 

and that there isn’t a null or elided copula present. Benmamoun (among others, see Bahloul 

2008) argues this point convincingly. There is no null verb in nonverbal sentences; they are truly 

nominal. This brings an interesting puzzle into the scope of syntactic inquiry; if these are truly 

nonverbal sentences, what would the syntactic structure look like? Are they covertly inflected for 

tense? Where would the phrase attach? All these questions will be explored in later 

implementations of the Arabic Minimalist Machine.  

 

3.6 Construct state in MSA and Syrian Arabic 

The construct state (also known as genitive construct) is a genitive-assigning construction 

that is shared throughout many Semitic languages (Bardeas 2008, Ritter 1988, 1991). As Holes 

describes it, the Arabic construct state (iDaafa) is represented by “the juxtaposition of two nouns 

that may have one of a number of syntactic relationships” (2004:204). Holes categorizes the 

construct states into having six different but related relationships, all of which are translated 

similar to the English “X’s Y” or “the Y of X” relations. The construct state is used to indicate 

relationships of possession, identity, quantitation, agency, objective, and also limitation of terms 

(ibid.:205). Benmamoun succinctly summarizes the chief properties of construct states (2000):  
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(22) 

a. The members of the construct state (CS) tend be adjacent. 

b. The CS complex constitutes a single prosodic unit. 

c. Only the last member of the CS can carry the marker of (in)definiteness. 

 It is also possible to have a construction with more than just two constituents; the ‘X of 

Y of Z’, respectively. One of the hallmarks of a construct state is that the first noun in the 

construction is obligatorily indefinite, or more perhaps accurately, that it cannot be marked with 

the definite article “el;” it attains its definite characteristic through the substantive noun that 

follows it (Brustad 2000:18). Definiteness is reserved for the final constituent that makes up the 

construct state. The definite marker then trickles over to the first noun in the construct in most 

cases, lending its definitiveness (or specificity) to the superseding noun.   

Comparisons have been drawn between the CS order and the VSO order found in verbal 

constructions. Construct states are found in an “NSO” order—that is, Nominal Subject Object 

pattern (Verstagh, Benmamoun, 2004:479).  

Below is data from Syrian (Cowell 1964:457): 

  

 

 

 

 

 

As shown, the definiteness of “the baker” affects the root noun, bent (girl). Attached to 

the end of the construct state in both examples is an adjective, describing bent but adhering to the 

(non)definite nature of “baker,” or the final member of the construct state.  

(23) 

a.  

bent el-khabbaaz el-Halwu 

girl the-baker the-pretty  

‘the baker’s pretty daughter’  

b.  

bent khabbaaz halwu  

girl    baker      pretty  

‘a baker’s pretty daughter’  
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Another interesting aspect of construct state nominals is that there are phonological 

indicators (besides the absent determiner on the first member) that occur in certain environments. 

The feminine nominal marker, taa marbuta, is usually pronounced as [a] or schwa, but it morphs 

into a [t] when it is the final sound of the first (or the penultimate) word in a construct state. 

Benmamoun states that the “cohesion of members of the construct state has been analyzed as the 

result of merger of the two members of the construct state nominal” (2013). This merging is 

necessary in order to assign definiteness to the first member of the construct state.   

Bardeas (2008:5), among others (Fassi Fehri 1993 for example), shows the most common 

way of syntactic representation for construct states below. It has been thought to be a 

construction of head-to-head movement, with the root noun (the first member of the CS) moving 

to the D position, and the genitive (substantive) NP remaining in its spec position of the NP: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A variety of different explanations exists for these movements. Fassi Fehri (1993:213-

214) states that the motivation for the movement of N would be accounted for by it needing to 

check for definite and agreement assignment there; Borer (1999) and Ritter (1991) argue for 

similar motivations, saying that movement occurs to assign +/-definiteness value to D, which 

originates with N (Bardeas 2008:7).  Ritter introduces an additional layer of functional category 

in order to accommodate the unusual word order (Figure 3.2). Ritter argues that this additional 

(24)  

bait al-walad 

house.sg.m the-boy.sg.m 

  “the boy’s house” 
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layer (NumP) is justified by a similar projection in verb phrases (a projection of 

agreement);Ritter justifies it being NumP as opposed to gender because gender is a more 

integrated characteristic than number. 

 

 

 Though there are reasons to believe that this head-to-head representation of construct 

states is undesirable in the Minimalist Program (Bardeas2008), since it is the prevailing method 

in most literature, it seemed advantageous to go ahead and implement the head-to-head model. 

However, in the future, I hope to explore alternate models.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 
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3.7 Pronominals and Demonstratives  

There are many quality studies on Arabic pronominals and their distributions
15

, all of 

which accumulate a far more comprehensive survey of their properties than I can accommodate 

here. However, I will mention a few things regarding Syrian pronominals, and more specifically, 

the distribution of Syrian demonstratives and their interaction with nouns and the definite 

determiner el- ( -ال  ). Pronominals in Arabic have a fairly similar distribution as those in English; 

demonstratives less so. Below is a chart (Holes 2004:179) of the Syrian pronouns from the 

Damascus dialect (where the majority of Brustad’s Syrian data originates from): 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

In most of the data used in the derivations, these pronouns are absent. Syrian is very 

prominently pro-drop; in the data (Brustad 2000) I examined, there are few contexts where non-

empty pronouns are exhibited in the discourse.  In this thesis, we will make considerable use of 

                                                 

 

 

15
 For instance, Clive Holes’ 2004 survey of Arabic elements; also, see Fischer 1959 for a catalogue of 

demonstratives in Arabic.  

Arabic  English 
Agr. 
Features  

ana I 1st.Sg. 

nihna we 1st.Pl. 

inta you 2nd.sg.m 

intii you 2nd.sg.f 

intuu you 2nd.pl.m/f 

huwa he 3rd.sg.m 

hiya she 3rd.sg.f 

henna they 3rd.pl.m/f 

Figure 3.34 
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them in the derivations, however, to mark their unspoken counterparts; these covert pronominals 

are specified in the numerations as pro_N (e.g. pro_ana).  

 Grammars involving Arabic dialects typically categorize demonstratives in two groups: 

distal and proximal demonstratives (ibid.:113), dealing with aspects of time-distance and spatial-

distance, respectively. In the current data handled, there is only one type of demonstrative, which 

actually is not a full demonstrative pronoun, but rather a “demonstrative article” (ibid.:115). It is 

cliticized to noun, and has an intersecting distribution with the definite article el- ( -ال  ). 

An example of ethe demonstrative article is shown below:  

(25) 

 

 

  

This “demonstrative article,” according to Cowell, has multiple functions, and may be 

used in an anaphoric or deictic sense (1964:556 via Brustad 2000:115). It tends to be used when 

knowledge of the entity to which it refers to is already known to the speaker and listener 

(Brustad 2000:116). As is shown in the data, there is no complementary distribution between this 

demonstrative and determiners, as there is in English:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 بيروحوا بهالعتمة و بهالليل

b-y-ruuH-u b-ha l-ʕatma w(u) b-ha l-iil 

indic-go.3
rd

.pl.m in-this the-darkness.f and in-that the-night 

They go in that darkness and that night… 

 (Brustad 2000:118) 

 

(26) 

a.  *this the man 

b.  * that a house 

c. ha-(e)l- ʕatma 

this-the-darkness 

 

d. ha-(e)l-binaaya 

this-the-building (116) 
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Another interesting property of this demonstrative article is that it is not restricted by the 

same rules that dictate the absence of determiners on the first noun in a construct state (Brustad 

(2000:118).  “Of all demonstrative forms, only the anaphoric demonstrative article has syntactic 

license to modify any definite noun regardless of number, gender, or genitive status.” (117).  

3.8 On the Morphology of Arabic Verbs 

 Arabic verbs have incredibly complex forms relating to different categorizations of verbs. 

As mentioned earlier, they follow a non-concatenative structure for implementing information 

like causation, reflexivity, passivation (true passive and mediopassive), and other verbal 

functions. A three or four-letter root is integrated with a combination of prefixes, infixes and 

suffixes to attain these varied meanings. There are ten set “patterns” that verbs follow, each of 

which connotes specific categor(ies) of verbs. Consider a small sampling:  

 

Figure 3.4 [Cowell 1964]:  

  

These verbs, once they have been formed into the specific morphological patterns, are 

further inflected for tense, aspect, and agreement features. These morphological inflections 

include both prefixes and suffixes in the present tense-imperfective aspect, and just suffixes in 

the past-perfective aspect. The auxiliary verb, كان (kaan), is often fully inflected for tense, aspect 
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and agreement; however, most other auxiliaries and modals are static in form. Below are the verb 

conjugations for perfective and imperfective forms:  

Figure 3.5: Arabic Perfective Verbs: “To Eat” [Cowell 1964:173-74]: 

AGR Verb Trans. 
1st.sg.m/f ʔakal-t I ate 
1st.pl.m/f ʔakal-na we ate 
2nd.sg.m ʔakaal-t you.m ate 
2nd.sg.f ʔakaal-ti you.f ate  
2nd.pl.m/f ʔakaal-tu you.pl ate 
3rd.sg.m ʔaakal he ate 
3rd.sg.f ʔaakl-et she ate 
3rd.pl.m/f ʔaakal-u they ate 

 

Figure 3.6: Arabic Imperfective Verbs: “To Eat” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

4.0 Implementation  

 The program used to implement the Syrian data was based on a set of primitive 

operations and constraints authored by Fong, and designed to be universally applicable. 

Nevetheless, some adjustments were necessary to accommodate the Arabic data. This set of 

constraints was then added to with a separate collection of Arabic-specific rules and entries, 

which were compiled and implemented by Dr. Fong and the author.  The software for the tree-

AGR Verb Trans. 

1st.sg.m/f ʔaakol I ate 

1st.pl.m/f n-aakol we ate 

2nd.sg.m t-aakol you.m ate 

2nd.sg.f t-aakl-i you.f ate  

2nd.pl.m/f t-aakl-u you.pl ate 

3rd.sg.m y-aakol he ate 

3rd.sg.f t-aakol she ate 

3rd.pl.m/f y-aakl-u they ate 
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drawing was also written by Dr. Fong to give trees for representing the spell-out of the 

derivation. Some terminology employed may not be entirely “minimalistic” in nature; its use is 

only for expository ease and implementation convenience.  

4.1 Aspects of Implementation  

4.1.1. Introduction 

 All data implementation techniques were discussed with Dr. Fong. He then implemented 

them into the Arabic minimalist machine program, in consultation with the author. Below are 

discussions of several of the main problematic or challenging aspects of the data to implement. 

This is not an exhaustive list of the rules implemented, but rather a highlight of the most 

interesting issues or the ones that required the most deviation from common thought or theory in 

the Minimalist program and computation. There were several constructions that were semi-

transferrable from the set of universal configurations already laid into place within the grammar; 

other constraints and mechanisms were completely re-written or fabricated when faced with the 

Arabic data. Below are selections from that process.  

4.1.2. Minimalist Adjunction: Pair Merge 

Adjunction of prepositional phrases creates a particular problem, as in example (26): 

(27) [aEruus,el,shuuf,[aErs,el,gen,lelt,d,la],v_trans,[huma,d],t_imperf,neg,c] 

 This example contains a construct state headed by a preposition, as in,  
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(28) [aErs,el,gen,lelt,d,la] 

(28) Has a rough word-to-word translation of [wedding, the, of, night, (d) until], with 

gen being a null genitive case marker that is (obviously) not in the convergent derivation
16

. This 

particular example was a difficult one, not only because of the adjunct phrase and its placement 

(and spell-out being in the correct order in reference to the rest of the example) but also because 

of the construct state within the said adjunct phrase (see section 1.5 for discussion). Adjunct 

phrases within syntax theory tradition tend to be based off a branch in the VP, whereas in the 

minimalist approach the verb, its transitivity and other attributes become separate. However, an 

issue of practicality arose for both approaches, in how to achieve an end-state that places the PP 

at the end of the sentence when the PP is actually attached mid-derivation.  

 In other words, the adjunct is at the root level, not a head- or node level. It is not 

an internal, or edge-feature merge, but one that merges two whole phrases together. The order of 

which the two phrases merge dictates which takes the place as the more “headlike” phrase. 

 Criticism for P(air) M(erge) exists, with claims that it is ad hoc, or self-reliant; the only 

time PM is used is to explain anomalies within the adjunct phrase context (Oseki 2014). 

However, since the derivation needed a mechanism to help within this function, and no other 

solutions presented themselves, PM was chosen for the sake of a successful convergence to see 

the derivation to its end.  

                                                 

 

 

16
 Its representation as “gen” is a matter of association. In MSA, the final noun in a construct state is assigned 

genitive case structurally; for our purposes regarding implementation it was feasible to simply use a covert 

preposition or element to mark this transferal of case.  
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 Under the Pair Merge hypothesis, two XP’s are conjoined after numeration in an 

ordered fashion. This change takes place only in the PF. However with our own language 

parameters to consider, we adopted a modified version of this. As shown in (5), the AP 

originates in the position where it is thought to break off of (adjoined to v_trans). A model for 

this PM was implemented within the grammar; a rule that requires both participants to be 

maximal projections to merge together, with a couple spell-out rules that stipulate where the 

adjunct phrase ends up in the derivation. After the PM the SO is re-inserted back into the stream 

as a conjoined phrase, set off by <   >.  One issue that had to be addressed was ensuring that 

when the v_trans reaches down for phi-features, it reaches only verb, or [huma, d] features, as 

opposed to the features of the prepositional phrase. The end result is this (sans tree-drawing):  

Figure 4.1 

 

Another sample with an interesting PM distribution is drawn from the example below:  

 

 

 

(29) 

 جاب له صحن بوظة صار ياكله بالخبز.
zhaab l-u SaHn buuDHa Saar y-aakl-u bi-el-khebez 

brought.3
rd

.sg.m to-him plate.m (of).ice-cream.f began.3
rd

.sg.m eat.3rd.sg.m-it 

with-the-bread 

he brought him a plate of ice cream, he began to eat it with bread. 

(Brustad 2000:32) 

[Inserted stream represented in bold italics] 
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 In the above phrase “zhaab l-u SaHn buuDHa,”  the prepositional phrase, or adjunct 

phrase, is inserted in between the verb and what is traditionally considered its direct object. Its 

parallel counterpart in English would be:  

(30) *?“I gave to him the apple.” 

 This type of order, of course, causes issues in P&P syntactic theory, where all verbal PP’s 

are  attached above the root verb in the structure. This is indeed where our first placement of 

prepositional phrases was in first attempts at implementation; this results in the structure below: 

 

 

Figure 4.2 
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 This is, of course, the order very commonly found in English: “I brought the apple to 

him.” However this is not the case in SA, where the PP can “splice” between the verb and the 

direct object. Could this be a post-LF move, found only in the PF and implemented in spell-out? 

Or is this possibly something that occurs in numeration, in LF?  

 If it is, it certainly changes the dynamics of phrasal order and implementation of such. 

During the addition of the pair-merge mechanism, Dr. Fong added a “pair-merge flag”—one that 

permits the grammar writer to switch the order of the merged pairs— that is, dictate the order in 

which pair-merged phrases are linearized. With this flag switched on, another alternate order 

emerges:  

 

 

 

Since the prepositional phrase is at the “same” level with the verb phrase (and indeed, it 

must be, since only two “non-heads” are allowed to pair merge under the current constraints), if 

it is allowed to “switch” places with it, it does indeed head the two phrases, but it does not give 

us the right order that is shown in Arabic.  There are considerable issues with the necessity of the 

PP merging lower than the verb-head; it draws questions as to how and why the PP would merge 

at a lower level, and bring into mind the direct conflict this is to general X’ theory, reaching back 

decades.  

(31) 

c d prohuwa t(perf,[3,sg,m]) vtrans l d huwa zhaab d saaHn  (frontier) 

l huwa zhaab saaHn (after morpheme realization) 

l huwa zhaab saaHn (after affix-hop) 

l -u zhaab saaHn (after morpheme realization, stage 2) 

l-u zhaab saaHn 
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One solution for this quandary that presents itself is to have a post-LF realization of this 

scrambling; that is, during spell-out, the direct object and PP would swap phrases. Reasons for 

this explanation (preferably non-ad-hoc reasons) would need to explain why and how this 

occurs, and also under what conditions. 

There could possibly be another solution, however. Cowell (1964:444) gives a 

(transliterated) example, with two PP’s, and no plain nominal object: 

 

 

 

It is worth noting that the verb in use is a pattern I verb, which has the basic meaning “to 

judge” (see figure 3.5). Without a doubt, this construction is quite different from what is seen in 

English; it appears that at least in this case, the preposition ʕal- is acting almost as a helping 

verb—it is extending the influence of the verb, which apparently is not fully relatable to the 

object on its own semantically; possibly it doesn’t assign accusative or genitive case, and must 

employ the preposition to do so. Prepositions have a huge distribution as far as environments and 

uses and meanings; some are even considered pseudo verbs, taking the place of a verb in a 

nonverbal sentence (Brustad 2000:153). In this case, as in other, equally opaque examples, the 

preposition is acting as a “helping” verb—or an extension of the main verb; Procházka says as 

much——that prepositions’ “main function is to specify the semantic range of the verb in 

question”  (Versteegh, et al. 2004.4:701).If the preposition has a partially “verb-like” semantic 

distribution, then it would not be unthinkable that it is used to convey some of the verbal 

syntactic distributions; that is, the idea of judgment coming to or at someone, to assist the main 

(32) 

 

el-maHkama Hakmet         ʕal-u bel-adʕaam 

the-court       sentenced    on-him with-death 

“The court sentenced him to death.”  
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verb in the process of semantic and syntactic relation. If nothing else, this data provides ample 

opportunity for further thought and research in the future.  

4.1.3. Possessive Pronouns 

Possessive pronouns are actually possessive suffixes in Arabic. This is unsurprising, 

considering the affixal nature of many constituents in Arabic, including determiners and some 

demonstratives. Below (32) is data in which a possessive pronoun cliticizes to jiiraan, 

“neighbors”: 

(33) 

  تعلمت اللغة من جيراننا

tEallm-t el-lugha min jiiraan-na  

learned.1
st
.sg the-language.f from neighbors.m-our 

I learned the language from our neighbors  

(Brustad 2000:210)  

 

The positioning of what Bahloul, (2008) calls a possessive adjective (PossAdj) in Arabic 

is incredibly similar to that of the genitive [‘s] in English. As shown in Fong 2014, PossAdj’s in 

English are shown to be derived from a DP in the edge position of the main n-clause, which then 

assigns the phi-features for [‘s]: 
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Figure 4.3  

  

I chose to implement a similar construction for the SA data for several reasons. The first 

of which is that it is possible that PossAdj., at least in Arabic, is not a true determiner, despite 

there being a complementary distribution between the article ال-  (el-) and PossAdj. PossAdj is 

not an article in the traditional sense for at least one important reason. InIn the minimalist 

machine,  PossAdj. does not derive its phi-features from the root noun as a determiner typically 

would(it receives its features from an antecedent in the discourse). It is effectively attaining its 

phi-features through a long-distance relationship to an antecedent, or a previous reference in the 

discourse. This, along with its assignment of genitive case to the head noun is a good case for its 

differentiation in structure from articles.  
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A construction similar to figure 4.3 was implemented, with PossP being the null 

possessive assigner (instead of ‘s) and the pronoun in the specifier of the d-phrase being the phi-

feature assigner for the PossAdj. Since PossAdj. does play some kind of determiner role, I 

decided to originate the PossAdj. pre-nominally, close to the D position, with affix-hopping 

being the tool to move the suffix into its post-nominal position. This would mean that the 

PossAdj. could very likely be either blocking a determiner from its position, or that the PossAdj. 

moves up to fill the D position itself, dragging the nominal with it.  

4.1.4. Prepositional Adjustments 

Prepositions in Arabic provide an interesting investigative environment. Some 

prepositions are prefixes that fuse directly to the noun, and others are separate words with the 

potential to bear their own pronominal suffixes
17

. Some prepositions, like ل-  (l-, until) are used 

both as a prefix and an independent preposition. These prepositions are “overloaded”—that is, 

they have many different meanings relative to whether they are used as a stand-alone preposition 

or an affix, and these meanings are independent of each other, and do not change meaning 

drastically if which form they take is altered. 

In MA, prepositions assign nouns genitive case; or rather, more accurately, they assign a 

case marker identical to that of the genitive case marker assigned in genitive constructions as 

well as being assigned indirect objects. In Syrian, where there areare no overt case markings 

(typically) onon nouns, prepositions (presumablypresumably) assign a null or unpronounced case 

                                                 

 

 

17
 See Ex. 5 from Brustad 2000:32. 
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marker in lieu of an overt one
18

. In the English version of the minimalist machine, oblique case is 

assigned to nouns in PP’s, but it was decided that genitive case would be assigned to show this 

congruency with MA, instead of oblique case. This This 

 4.1.5. Demonstratives and Nominal Clitics  

There are several options for cliticized particles on nominals in Arabic, the most notable 

being the definite determiner el- ( -ال ), and the demonstrative article ha-( ها). Not only does the 

definite determiner and demonstrative fuse directly to the nominal, but there is a strict order in 

which these particles must adhere to the nominal much like there is a strict hierarchy of modal-

type clitics for verbs. Affix-hop was employed to string the determiners together, and then 

concatenates  them onto the noun.  In the current Arabic parser, it handles the number of 

cliticized articles on any noun; however, currently there are no constraints to limit the order of 

articles in order to ensure a crashing derivation if an ungrammatical order is entered into 

numeration—this is an opportunity for improvement in the future.  

 4.1.6. Implementation of Construct State 

As shown in (3.6), construct states, like agreement, are one of the chief aspects of Arabic 

grammar that confounds syntacticians.  The author decided to implement a head-to-head 

movement-based tree to represent the construct state. The current tree structure in use for 

construct states does not show the base movement that the head noun undergoes; it merely shows 

                                                 

 

 

18
 Some have proposed that the interdependent connections between MA and dialectical Arabic are tenuous at best, 

and they should be considered as independently evolving entities. This would remove the connection between MA 

and Syrian as I have stated it; however, this would not remove the need for underlying case assignment by 

prepositions to occur, regardless.  
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the head noun in its final resting place above the “possessor” noun. The genitive case is featured 

as a root over the possessor noun, assigning case to the “possessor noun” from the “possessee” 

noun. Thisis a placeholder for the NumP found in Ritter’s (1988, 1991) model for construct 

states. In future iterations of this nominal construct, it is my hope that a mechanism to display 

full movement can be implemented, or even perhaps alternate minimalist structures for the 

construct state can be explored, such as Bardeas’ head-to-root movement schema (2008).    

4.1.7. Affix-Hop  

Affix hopping is a mechanism used most when inflecting verbs for tense and agreement. 

Arabic has an interesting distribution of tense/aspect morphemes on its verbs. In the perfect/past 

tense, all tense morphemes are suffixes (except for, of course, the non-inflected 3
rd

.sg.m. 

conjugation, which is just the bare verb). In the imperfective (and often present) aspect, there are 

prefixes, and also sometimes suffixes indicating agreement features. These imperfective suffixes 

only differentiate between number and gender, not person (or tense, for that matter).  

Affix hop comes into play after morphological realization in the spell-out:  

Figure 4.4 

 

As shown, he affixes for the root verb shuuf begin pre-verbally in the spell-out, as with 

the auxiliary verb kaan. Affix-hop is a left-to right mechanism, moving suffixes down to lower 

below the verb. The realization rules written in the program stipulate that the suffix for both kaan 
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and shuuf leap to be lower than the verb—then another round of realization fuses the morphemes 

to the root verb, with the morphological-phonological “seams” still visible.  

Another environment in which affix-hop was useful was in the case of prepositional 

phrases with affixing pronominals. There are several prepositions in Arabic that, unlike la- above 

in figure 4.4, are completely independent prepositions which take their own inflected pronominal 

clitics. Below is one such example (from figure 4.3): 

Figure 4.5 

  

 As mentioned above, affix-hop is a top-to-bottom movement. At first affix-hop 

was not useful in the case of prepositions for this reason, since the pronominal originates lower 

than the preposition, and therefore no affix-hop is possible. However, an additional stipulation 

was added to the code that forces the affix-hop mechanism to let any constituents remain where 

they are, if they are not in a position to affix-hop. Previously the grammar had forced a deletion 

of any inactive affixes in the affix-hop check. With this new constraint, suffixes are able to 

remain inert in their position lower than the preposition head, and then afterwards are rendered as 

their concatenated pronominal clitic on the preposition.  
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4.2 Implementation of  First Example  

 The first sample derivation is a fairly straightforward sentence:  

 

  

 

 

 

 

Though the sentence structure is quite simple, there is significant complexity that goes 

into the derivation. The machine is fed a pre-parsed stream, containing all the initial heads. The 

stream is recursively processed by the grammar until all heads are used. The step-by-step 

derivation is transmitted to the browser interface, and each step and state of the machine is 

displayed in chronological order on the browser. The stream for the above data is as following:  

(34) run([ruuH, v_unerg, [pro_huma,d], t_imperf, indic, neg, c]). 

The stream is fed to the machine in bottom-up, lowest (i.e. right to left) order; that is, the first 

(lowest) minimal projection is fed to the machine, and the complete parse is assembled piecewise 

from constituent phrases in recursive fashion. “ruuH” is the root for the fully inflected verb, 

byruuHu. It is the lowest (minimal) node in the derivation, and enters the program first:  

(34) 

 ما بيروحوا ...

ma b-y-ruuH-u  

neg. indic-go.3
rd

.sg.m  

They don’t go (out) 

(Brustad2000:122) 
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“ruuH” leaves the stream and enters the derivation process as a S(yntactic) O(bject)—the 

derivation officially departs from S0. As one can see from the message about the stream, the next 

step in derivation is a merge operation between v_unerg(ative) and ruuH. The next operation 

opens a sub-stream for [prohenna, d], which is the base pronoun that will be checked for agreement 

at various stages throughout the derivation while moving. Prohenna is merely a convenient 

shorthand for indicating 3
rd

 person, plural, masculine/feminine phi-features on a covert 

constituent that subsequently assigns features to D, ruuH, and moves up the derivation, lending 

its phi-features where uninterpretable features need to be interpreted (and it fulfills the stipulated 

requirements to assign each constituent with case):   

 

 

 

 

The sub-stream merges D and the prohenna, and labels the entire phrase “d” while giving it 

the pronominal’s case. The case is still available for checking later in the derivation:  
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The SO is re-inserted back into the mainstream once its iteration is completed, where it 

joins up with the vunerg branch. Prohenna's case is now an edge feature for the phrase; ruuH is 

identified as an unergative verb and has a specific class of options open to it as such:  

 

ruuH is searching for something to fulfill its theta requirement; it probes for the phi-

featured D-phrase and they merge; the D-phrase’s edge feature (nominal case) is valued on the 

vunerg root: 
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Vunerg  (vp) attains the edge feature of the “cased” dp, which gets pushed onto the stack, 

ready to assign phi-features once more; the next item into the SO is loaded: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In step 6, tense (timperf) is valued for phi features by the DP, and conversely, values 

nominative case onto the DP.  
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The next few steps are a simple matter of merging the next lexical item with the SO. Note 

that the phi-featured prohenna remains as an edge feature as each new root is concatenated onto the 

tree:  
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 The indicative clitic  is valued for the SO. Note that if the root below it, timperft were tperf, 

the derivation would crash, as indicP is only licensed in conjunction with imperfect verbs. 

 

 

 Note (below) that prohenna merges with Neg; this arguably occurs, if not in all derivations, 

at least some, since there are instances where a modal verb that extends above the NegP is fully 

inflected for phi-features. This indicates that even though the negation particle (in Syrian) shows 

no PF manifestations of phi-features, it carries the pro-DP as its edge feature, ready to be 

assigned to a modal if one occurs. Then again, if the rules of economy are in force, this merge 

most likely will not happen unless necessitated by the modal’s call for phi-feature fulfillment. If 

“look-ahead” is not available to prohenna to be able to ascertain the presence of a modal, it would 

obligatorily move up to the NegP in every derivation that there is one, so it would be in a 

position to probe the next constituent.   
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C is merged onto the SO, and the derivation is checked to ensure all uninterpretable 

features have been realized. If they are, the derivation converges, and a final parse appears:  
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Spell-out occurs, and the derivation is successful; both LF and PF converge. The 

derivation goes through final realization, attaining affix-hopped morphemes and correct order of 

presentation.  

Note that in the tree structure, unpronounced copies of constituents (e.g. prohenna) are 

drawn with a line through them to differentiate them from the most prominent copy at the 

criterial position (that will be pronounced).   

4.3 Second Derivation Example 

This second example is considerably more complex than the first, involving 

demonstrative articles, cliticized prepositions, all in addition to the elements found in the first 

example. Below is the stream fed into the machine:  
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(35) run([aEtma, el, ha, bi, ruuH, v_unerg, [pro_henna,d], t_imperf, indic, c]). 

 This stream is taken from the sentence below:  

 

 

 

 

 

Since in this derivation, “ha-l-ʕatma” is the lowermost phrase, it enters the derivation 

first. ʕatma merges with el and values phi-features on el:  

 

Below is step 3, where the demonstrative article has already been valued for phi-features. 

The preposition bi-, values genitive case on the nested determiner phrases. 

(36) 

    بيروحوا بهالعتمة و بهالليل

b-y-ruuH-u b-ha l-ʕatma w(u) b-ha l-iil 

indic-go.3
rd

.pl.m in-this the-darkness.f and in-that
1
 the-night 

They go in that darkness and that night… 

       (Brustad 2000:118) 

[Bold highlights implemented phrase] 
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 Below step 10. The prepositional phrase has merged with the root verb, which in turn is 

merged with its respective heads, getting value as an unergative verb, gaining tense, which will 

then be valued for phi-features by the null pronoun prohenna, as in the first example. Note that the 

prepositional phrase is in the position of a complement in respect to the verb. One could debate 

whether this is more aptly described as an adjunct, rather than a complement; however, since the 

preposition is cliticized to the noun, it seems reasonable to assume there is a closer relationship 

between the preposition and nominal, and thereby the complement and the verb, than, say, in the 

English equivalent to this phrase (see section 4.1.2 for discussion):  
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Below (step 13) is a few steps further into the derivation. Note that the indicative phrase 

also gets phi-features from prohenna, with the same reasoning behind this valuation as for the 

NegP in the previous example; there are often constituents who need phi-features from that same 

pro removed from the first verb and T. 
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The stream empties, and converges, moving to spell-out. The parse results in the tree and 

Phonological Form below:  

 

4.4 Third Derivation Example  

 This third example produces its own unique features that were addressed through 

the implementation and programming process. This derivation is the first involving a pair-merge 

(prepositional adjunct phrase) as well as a complement phrase. There is also a PossAdj 

construction involving the complement nominal. The verb is also in perfective tense and aspect, 

and as thus there is no indicative clitic on the verb. Here is the stream that enters the program.  
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(37) run([lugha, el, tEallm, [jiiraan, poss, [niHna,d], min], v_trans, [pro_ana,d], 

t_perf, c]). 

 

Here is the full phrase below, with translation:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Below are pictured steps 2 and 3 in the derivation; the bottom-most node has been 

merged with D, and subsequently merged with the root verb. The next constituent in the stream 

is the prepositional adjunct phrase; a sub-stream is begun: 

(38) 

  تعلمت اللغة من جيراننا

tʕallm-t el-lugha min jiiraan-na  

learned.1st.sg the-language.f from neighbors.m-our 

I learned the language from our neighbors  

(Brustad 2000:210)  
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 The sub-stream begins with the root noun (step 4), merging it with the possessive 

determiner Poss.:    

  

 The sub-stream begun in Step 5 is that of the possessive adjective. It derives its person 

and number value from the subsequent pronominal, which values the PossAdj. This in turn 

values the main noun, jiiraan with genitive case:  
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 Theta-merge occurs, and the preposition min values the entire PossAdj with its own 

genitive case. The PP sub-stream is then re-entered into the main stream, which then is pair 

merged with the verbal phrase (at this point, the uninflected verb and its complement) when the 

program recognizes that both constituents are phrases (non-heads): 

 

 In steps 10 and 11, the process of pair-merge is shown. The program checks for mutual 

non-heads, and, since it finds them, the two streams, PP and VP, are pair-merged. They rest on 

equal planes in the derivation, with the PP attached showing its adjunctive status. 
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 The derivation continues, valuing tEallm as a transitive verb, and then starting another 

sub-stream for the proana DP, which in turn values its phi-features on the verb.  
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 Step 19 shows that the derivation has continued much the same way as the rest, save that 

there is no cliticization going on for the verb, since it is valued for tperf. The stream empties, and 

once again the derivation converges:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5 Fourth Derivation Example 
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 4.5 Fourth Derivation Example 

 The fourth derivation example presented is longer than the others. It includes 

mechanisms like pair-merge, affix-hopping, construct-states, and also shows use of an auxiliary 

verb, kaan, and sub-streaming. Below is the initial stream entering the derivation:  

(39) run([aEruus, el, shuuf, [aErs, el, gen, lelt, d, la], v_trans, [pro_henna, d], 

t_imperf, neg, kaan, c]). 

This stream comes from the phrase below: 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

The first step begins with merging ʕaruus with el, forming the direct object to the verb. In 

step 2 (below), the object DP is merged with the verb, and then the substream for the pair-merge 

PP begins:  

  

 

 

 

 

 

(40) 

 كانوا ما يشوفوا العروس لليلة العرس.

 

Kaan-u maa y-shuuf-u el-ʕaruus la-lelt  el-ʕars.  

Was.3
rd

.pl.m neg. see.3
rd

.pl.m the-bride.f until-night.f of-the-wedding.m 

“they used to not see the bride until the night of the wedding” 

 

(Brustad 2000:122) 
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 In step 6, the construct state is the next phrase to be built (within the PP). Once it is 

merged together, it is merged with the preposition which values the whole construct state with 

genitive case, just as it ought in step 8: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Step 11, the two maximal projections (phrases) have merged into a pair, with the 

preposition and the root verb on the same syntactic level. Shuuf has been merged with vtrans, and 

in step 12 the sub-stream for merging and valuing the DP prohenna begins:  
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 The derivation continues, merging objects off the stream and onto the growing structure. 

In step 20, The modal, kaan leaves the stream and merges as the last constituent before C. kaan 

is an interesting modal because though it receives phi-features to value its uninterpretable 

features, it has a very specific phase boundary that does not extend beyond TP. It cannot receive 

phi-features from the direct object, nor does it assign case to any DP’s in this example:  
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 Kaan receives its feature, and the derivation moves on, grabbing C off the stream, and 

merging. The derivation converges, and spell-out commences. 
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5.0 Conclusion 

In this thesis I have described some aspects of Arabic syntax that come into play when 

creating a grammar suitable for computational implementation. I have shown both components 

of grammar that are easily accommodated in the Minimalist Program (determiners, verb 

structures), and other aspects of Arabic syntax that are less straightforward to implement 

(construct states, prepositional phrases). Building a computational implementation forces the 

grammar writer to describe and define carefully (with logical precision) components of grammar 

that integrate together well. 

The purpose of this parser is to test in a practical way the ideas and theories within 

Minimalist Program theories (and by extension the P&P framework as well) and methods of 

syntactic derivation. This endeavor has shown that theories within the agenda of the minimalist 

program do have explanatory power within the realm of Arabic dialect syntax; other areas will 

no doubt require adjustment or recalibration in order to be applicable.  This parser provides an 

exciting medium in which to engage theoretical syntax and apply it practically by using raw, 

conversational data that reflects current syntactic constructions that must be accounted for in any 

syntactic theory.  

This computational implementation has by no means has attained optimal efficiency or 

economy; there are many additional areas that require and deserve careful attention.  

Though the examples presented exhibit a diverse set of grammatical features and 

syntactic objects, clearly it is merely scratching the surface of diverse Arabic syntax. I hope that 

this survey and brief foray into the Arabic Minimalist Machine will engender further 

investigation and exploration. 
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